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is REFORM JUDAISM A MOVEMENT,
A SECT OR A HERESY?
Walter Jacob's Contemporary American Reform Responsa* is a
sequel of sorts to American Reform Responsa. i In the latter volume,
Jacob edits responsa written by many Reform rabbis which reflect
the alternative ideologies within the Reform community. In Contemporary American Reform Responsa, Jacob offers his vision of liberal

Judaism. Unlike apologetic essays and sermons, which present a
platform which is designed to project an image, responsa reveal a
world view in actual practice as opposed to a strategic ideology.

Consequently, these responsa offer penetrating insights into the
social phenomenon of the Reform movement in contemporary
Jewry. The questions put to Jacob reflect the real world that he is
constrained to address and accommodate, the answers he gives

reveals the shape of the spiritual ideals that he holds dear, and the
self-imposed' definitions he postulates all serve to define the spiritual
enterprise that he is undertaking. When Orthodox thinkers respond

to Reform simply as a heresy, they ignore the fact that most
American Jews are influenced more by Reform Judaism than they

are by Orthodoxy, possibly because Reform Judaism speaks to their
secularized, self-perceived Jewish needs3 Reform leaders influence
the lay and professional leadership of federations, and they are

shaping the way influential if not informed Jewish laypeople think.
Walter Jacob is a Reform "rabbi's rabbi," for he is erudite, sensitive,
intellectually urbane, and he is passionately committed to his world
view as a second generation Reform rabbi. His work calls for an
Orthodox response.
*Contemporary American Reform Responsa (New York: Central Conference of American
Rabbis, 1987).
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1. THE REFORM LAY CONSTITUENCY
The questions put to Walter Jacob, and the way in which he responds

to those questions, define the "Judaism'" which he, as a Reform

rabbi, must address. In his introduction to American Reform
Responsa, Jacob observes that responsa justifying the use of streetcars on Shabbat are pointless when the practice is widespread (ARR,
xv)'. Echoing the thought of the late Mordecai M. Kaplan, Jacob
implies that Judaism is no more than the "religion of the Jews," or
what Jews d06 A rhetorical apologetic platform must be formulated
to accommodate Judaism's normative prescriptions to the behavior

of Jews who are the client community of the Reform professional
elite. In his treatment of Christianity, Jacob seeks to be as accommodating as possible. Christianity is not seen as an idolatrous
religion (CARR, 220) and he permits the use of a Christian sanctuary
as a Jewish place of worship (CARR, 221). He cites the Tosafot' to
"justify" this ruling, and he also cites Orthodox authorities who were
lenient in cases of emergency' or after church buildings were

transformed into synagogue buildings.' On one hand, Jacob demonstrates that he has done his homework; on the other hand, the
thoughtful reader recognizes that the Orthodox rabbis whom he cites
are not dealing with his question, the permissibility of praying in a
church. Jacob only summarizes conclusions of these Orthodox
responsa; he does not analyze them, nor does he explain why he

rejects those authorities who consider Christianity to be an idolatrous faith. Although Reform Judaism prides itself on intellectual
honesty, the results of "critical scholarship" are read selectively in
order to enable the "tradition" to fit the social patterns which Reform

clergy and laity take for granted.lo Indeed, Jacob correctly counsels
against the recitation of kaddish for a deceased pet, for he rules that
Nothing in the halakhah has dealt with the affection felt for animals. This
feeling is understandable, but we should not confuse it with the greater love
and respect for a human life. We should not use a prayer which is dear to the
heart of every Jew to commemorate a dead animaL. It would absolutely be
wrong, and a mockery, to include the name of the pet in the weekly qaddish

list. Mourners would be shocked and angered to see their father and mother
listed along side of a dog or cat. (CARR, 188)

While Jacob's initial reason for prohibiting the recitation of
kaddish for a deceased pet is grounded in halakhic rhetoric, he
affords the Halakhah but one sentence in his paragraph. The greater
worth of a human being as well as the affront to the congregation are
ultimate considerations. This same line of reasoning is used when
Jacob rules that a homosexual ought not to be an officer in a Reform

congregation, because it would offend the congregation, and not
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because the Torah regards homosexuality as to 'eva, or an abomination (ARR, 54). ii It must be noted that Jacob speaks of human We
rather than Jewish life. Normative Halakhah, however, distinguishes

between Jews and non-Jews." On one hand, Jacob prohibits the
burial of a "Messianic Jew," or so-called "Hebrew Christian," in a
Jewish cemetery (CARR, 109), but following Reform policy, he
permits the burial there of a Christian woman who was married to a
Jewish man (CARR, 1,99). He also permits a rabbi to officiate at the
funeral of a non-Jewish lady who will be buried in her Jewish family's

cemetery, (CARR, 160). Jacob notes that
although none of the traditional mourning customs are obligatory for a 000Jewish spouse, we would, nevertheless, encourage observance which wil help
overcome grief, do honor to the deceased, and stress the family tics. (CARR,
184)

The "rituals" of mourning are observed in Reform Judaism not
because they are mitsvot, or commands, but because they possess
imputed social utility." But the social utility of these observances
assumes a participation in a community where rituals trigger the
emotions of a "collective (Jewish) conscience,"" and this participa-

tion seems to be absent in Jacob's client constituency. Jacob's

animosity toward Hebrew Christians may well be justified on
halakhic grounds,15 but this animosity should then extend to other

intermarriage situations as well. By making peace with intermarriage

without any provision for a social sanction of exclusion other than
the prohibiting the participation of a Gentile in a Jewish liturgy
(CARR, 242), Jacob in particular, like Reform Judaism in general,
expresses disapproval of intermarriage, but is unwilling to impose
any sanction!6 upon its rabbis or affiliating laity when this norm is

breached." Christians are seen as a threat to Reform Jews, so
Reform Judaism modifies its commitment to pluralism when it feels
threatened. Mainline Christianity is not seen as a threat, so Jacob
allows free and unencumbered associations with mainline Christians
(CARR, 254). However, Jacob insightfully observes that
the mobility of American Jews has diminished the influence of the extended
family upon such a child (of a mixed marriage). This means that a significant
informal bond with Judaism which has played a role in the past does not exist
for our generation. (CARR, 68)

This bonding is part of the "thick culture"" or yiddishkeit that is the
social construction of reality created only by the community that
lives according to Torah discipline. A social or religious phenomenon

that makes peace with forces which cannot help but undermine the
thickness of its culture must reconsider its opposition to self89
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exclusion policies if it wishes to maintain any autonomous identity at
all.

Lenient decisions" concerning the delay of the observance of a

yahrzeit observance because of family convenience (CARR, 191),
reciting the blcssings over the Torah in English, (CARR, 198) and the
non-use of traditional Ashkenazic cantillations (CARR, 231)'0 do

indeed reflect a tendency to avoid impositions upon the laity.
Cantillations (trop) fell into disuse because Reform congregations
lacked lay and professional people capable of chanting the trap. On
one hand, Jacob does not object to the restoration of trop. However,

the Reform commentary on the Torah provides for many nontraditional understandings of Scripture, but it does not provide trap
markings with its Hebrew text," even though the trop could serve as
a commentary, if nothing else.

II. SELF-DEFINITION IN THE REFORM JUDAISM
OF WALTER JACOB
On one hand, Jacob is chagrined and angered with Orthodox
Judaism's unqualified theological rejection of Reform. On the other
hand, the positions Jacob espouses indicate a willingness to distance

his position and the position of Reform Judaism as far from
Orthodoxy as possible.
Jacob claims that the ethical concerns of Torah are more
important than the ritual requirements. Egalitarianism is adopted

because it is an ethical position, (ARR, 5)." While the motivating
factor in the acceptance of non-lineal Jews (consistent patrilineal
descent, whatever its merits, was never an issue) may have been the
inclusion of dues-paying members in the Reform community without
causing unnecessary strain," it is justified on egalitarian grounds:"
The Reform movement has espoused the equality of men and women,

virtually since its inception. As equality has been applied to every facet of
Reform Jewish life, it should be applied in this instance (of accepting as Jewish
children with Jewish fathers and non-Jewish mothers). (CARR, 65)

If this doctrine is indeed dogma, Reform Judaism 'would have agreed

to ordain women to the rabbinate at its Israeli seminary when that
institution recently opened its doors, and the higher moral principles
of Reform would have required that women be ordained to the
rabbinate in the 1920's, (ARR, 33). It seems to this reviewer that the
moralistic rhetoric of "Jewish feminism" has influenced Reform
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apologetics, and these imply that Orthodoxy is sexist and morally
deficient.25 Reform cites Orthodox leniencies in search for a connect-

ing "usable past"; however, Reform Judaism is constrained to
emphasize its legitimating disjunction with Orthodoxy. Reform
Judaism uses the term mitsvot to denote Jewish acts, but not
commands of a commanding God.26 Orthodoxy is seen as being
given to pilpul which is considered to be an inappropriate frame of

tradition (CARR xv), but Reform Judaism cites as legitimating
sources Qumram (CARR, 73), archeology (CARR, 20), the Apocrypha (CARR, 7 ), general historical works (CARR, 209, 64), and
Christian Scriptures (CARR, 73).
By appealing to "history," Jacob makes several methodological
and epistemological errors. First, law has legal, literary, and histor-

ical "sources." Only legal sources of law, which are the acts of
normative legislation, have legal meaning." The fact that an act was
performed in the past does not necessarily make the behavior

normative, unless one makes the unstated assumption that when
Jews engage in certain behavior, it becomes legitimate by definition.
By this reasoning, the service of the golden calf would be a legitimate
Jewish cult.

Second, Jacob does not offer criteria for Jewish normativity.
When Jacob selects from the past, he makes choices. Are there

principles by which aspects of the Jewish past are accepted and
others rejected? Even a cursory reading of the Pittsburgh and
Columbus Platforms of Reform Judaism indicates that the spirit of
the age is internalized uncritically, possibly because it cannot be

resisted, and connections to the historical Jewish past are cited as
legitimating precedents. According to Yosef Yerushalmi, Jewish
history, historiography, and memory are different ways in which the

Jewish past is processed." By citing passages that are not part of the

Jewish historical memory of either Orthodox observant Jews or
Reform affiliates, Jacob is writing only for himself and his professional colleagues.

Students of history know that there is a difference between

chronology and historiography. Chronology only lists facts; historiography selects and interprets those facts based on values, methods,
assumptions, biases, and even dogmas. The believing Jew affirms the
doctrine of hashgaha or Divine providence in his or her reading of
the chronological record. This doctrine is strikingly absent in Jacob's

writing, which is not based upon "objective" historical scholarship,
but upon a normative, prescriptive and selective intellectual con-

struction of reality which provides the ideological framework for
Reform responsa.29

In his discussion of cigarette smoking, Jacob emphasizes that
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Orthodox authorities have tried to be lenient on this issue. However,
the matter is in dispute. By citing a "permissive" Orthodox ruling
with the intention of showing its moral inadequacy,30 "Jacob engages

in a partisan polemic: "Most modern Orthodox rabbis have been
hesitant about prohibiting smoking as they felt that this was a
popular habit difficult to change, or that the danger to an individual
was no greater than 'crossing the street''' (CARR, 20). After providing this seemingly innocent description, Jacob adds in conclusion:
We, however, feel it necessary to move beyond this cautious state. When
within our power to ban smoking, we should do so on the grounds of personal
health as well as the health of our neighbors. It would, therefore, be

appropriate for a synagogue to ban smoking entirely in its building or to
restrict it to isolated areas. (CARR, 20)

On one hand, Jacob takes the "high moral ground," as opposed
to the Orthodox authorities whom he chooses to cite. But he
concedes that his authority to ban smoking is not enforcible. Were
Orthodox authorities capable of effectively banning smoking, they
may well have done so.
In his discussion of the requirements for conversionary immersion, J aco b observes that:
No discussion of tevila has been undertaken by liberal Jewish authorities. The
custom'! has fallen into disuse, but was never actually rejected. It is followed

by niddah only by a small percentage even within the Orthodox community.
The practice has been further hindered by endless Orthodox debates about the

technical requirements of miqva. A ritual immersion has, therefore, not been
considered necessary for conversion in many Reform Jewish communities.
(CARR, 85)

By contending that most Orthodox people do not observe the niddah
rules, which mayor may not be correct, he ignores the fact that for
Orthodoxy, the niddah rules are considered to be obligatory. And
even if some nominally Orthodox Jews are not yet committed to
these rules, the inconsistency of some Orthodox Jews hardly provides
precedent for a principled Reform rejection of these rules.
In discussing conversions, Jacob argues that:
as we view the rite of conversion from a Reform point of view, we should note

that the Reform movement has placed its stress on careful instruction with
morc attention on intellectual rather than ritual requirements. (CARR, 84-5)
In other words, Orthodox rabbinical bumpkins merely circumcise

and dunk, while Reform Judaism develops the minds of Jews
by choice. This gratuitous slap appears after a summary of the
Orthodox literature on conversions, after which Jacob correctly
notes that:
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The Orthodox would, in any case, not accept a liberal conversion, they would
consider our bet din invalid and would certainly feel that our converts would
not have accepted the yoke of commandments, the entire system of mitsvot.

(CARR. 84)

Jacob would have the Orthodox community reconsider its
position and view the Torah as Kaplanian folkways, with the
intellectual mind
set of secular relativism. In short, Orthodoxy is

asked to see its fidelity to Torah as a matter of choice or taste,
but not as command. When viewed in the context of Reform's
"ethical" affirmation of gender neutrality, Reform offers an alterna-

tive "orthodoxy." Jacob does not need or want to accommodate
Orthodoxy, because Orthodoxy would reject whatever Reform does.
By waiving tevila as a requirement for conversion in 1892 (CARR,

75), Reform did litte to assure Orthodoxy that it was interested
in Jewish unity or that it wished to maintain historical Jewish

standards.

II. THE ORTHODOX RESPONSE
TO REFORM JUDAISM

Jacob cites classical Jewish sources, but considers them to be
provisional; they offer, to use Solomon Freehoff's term, "guidance,
but not governance" (CARR, xix). For Orthodoxy, the Judaism of

the oral and written Torah is no less "than the word of the Lord"
(Isaiah 2:3). Reform Judaism does not claim to know of or to believe
in "the word of the Lord," at least as evidenced by its responsa. In his
study of medical ethics questions, where little is at sociological or

ideological stake, Jacob writes learned, thorough, and penetrating
essays. But he gives advice, not commands. When it is implied that
Orthodoxy is less moral than Reform Judaism, Reform Judaism in
general and Walter J aco b in particular are trying to diminish their
foil's moral force. But a movement grounded in sociology and history

should evaluate its ability to create a "thick Jewish culture" of
Reform commitment. This, it must be conceded, it did not do. By
choosing the issues on which it will not compromise, Reform

Judaism defines its allied camp as the pluralist secular intellectual

elite.3' Without faith or discipline, a sacred community will find it
difficult to sustain itself. It is no accident that with its emphasis upon
accommodating the assimilation of its laity, Reform attracts those
affiliates who are least committed to intense Jewish living.
Jacob's Judaism, however flawed from an Orthodox point of

view, is sincere. Following Rabbi Norman Lamm's proposal that
respect can be given even when legitimacy cannot,33 the Orthodox
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community must address Reform Judaism as respectfully as possible,

even as it reads and studies its frame of tradition from a critical
distance. Reform clergy do shape the minds of many American Jews.
Unless Orthodoxy learns how to speak in a fashion that engages the
as yet unconvinced layperson, Reform will receive a hearing, which
Orthodoxy will not. Torah Judaism ignores this challenge at its periL.

Since the elite religion of the Reform rabbinate views the
religion of historical Orthodoxy as historically "wrong" and morally
inadequate, and at the same time it internalizes dogmas taken from

American academic secularity, Reform fits the sociological definition
of a sect.34 Thankfully, Reform Judaism has not evidenced marked

success in indoctrinating its laity with the esoteric ideology of its
leaders. As a consequence, only those who espouse these doctrines
professionally would be regarded as sectarians."
NOTES
1. American Reform Responsa (Kew York: Central Conference of American Rabbis, 1987);

henceforth, AAR. Contemporary American Reform Responsa will be designated as
CARR.
2. See Korman Friedman, "Boundary Issues in Judaism," Midstream 19 (November, 1973).

pp. 47-52. Friedman identifies the issues of intermarriage, Jews for Jesiis, and Reform's
attitude to homosexuality as the boundary issues, the issues which set the defining borders
of Reform identity.

3. "Our path in America is clear and our halakhic stance is akin to the pluralism of the past
from the days of Hi1le! and Shammai in the first century through the entire rabbinic period

to our own time" (CARR, xxi). For Eugene B. Horowitz, Liheral Judaism (New York:
Central Conference of American Rabbis and Union of American Hebrew Congregations,
1984), p. 440, "We cannot escape our human dilemma. We need rules to guide and spur us

but we cannot be fully human unless our free spirits animate our relationships." But
pluralism is not a function of conscience, but of syncretism. According to Peter 1. Berger,
The Homeless Mind
of

(New York: Vintage, 1974), pp. 112-113, "Pluralism is but a condition

world constructions which compete for an individual's loyalty."

4. For the purposes of value neutral analysis, I use the term "Judaism" as understood by
Jacob Keusner, Birth and Death of Judaism (:\ew York: Basic, 1987), p. 17, who argues
that a "Judaism" comprises "a world view, a way of life, and a group of Jews who hold the

one and live by the other."
5. "The life of our people (in modern times) was changing rapidly, and it became impossible
to argue about each detail (of changing usage that required justification). When thousands
were using streetcars on Shabbat, an essay justifying the practice was hardly necessary"

(ARR, p. xv). To this definition, Judaism is what Jews do. For Halakhah, historically

understood, there is a reality independent of sociology. The flood came upon the world in
spite of the fact that immorality filed the world. A person who claims that "there is no
Shabbat in the Torah (that obliges disciplined compliance)" is not a zaqen mamre, a
rebellious judge (Mishnah Homyot 1:3), but a kafe, ba-Torah, (Maimonides, Hi/khat
Teshuva 3:8).

6. It is no accident that Reform Judaism's Pittsburgh platform of 1885 was supplanted by the
Columbus Platform of 1937, which is less theological and more ethnic than its predecessor.
The latter appeared three years after the publication of Mordecai M. Kaplan's Judaism as a

Civilzation. Reform was then responding to the first and second settement residual
traditionalism of its transplanted Ostjuden, and to Kaplan (through the Columbus
platform), who raised the issue of Judaism as a civilization which is grounded in the folk,
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and which called its sancta mitsvul. See Judaism as a Civilization (New York: Reconstructionism 1981), pp. 194-195 and Neil Gillman, "Rituals, Myths, and Communities," in The
Seminary at 100 (New Yark: Jewish Theological Seminary of America and the Rabbinical
Assembly, 1987), p. 327ffor recent restatement of

this ideology.

7. Tosafot to Sanhedrin 63b. But to argue that Christianity accepts in principle the divine

authorship of Hebrew Scripture is not sufficient to argue that it is not idolatry, or that it
would be permissible to use a church sanctuary for halakhic Jewish prayer.
8. R. Isaac Elhanan Spector, Eyn Yitshaq, Orah Hayyim, no. i i, and R. Abraham Gumbiner

(Magen A vraham) to ayah Hayyim 154:1 J, note 17.
9. R. David Hoffmann, Melammed le-lIo'il, Urah Hayyim no. 20.
the Bible because of
its simplicity and integrity (emphasis mine). It clarifies all the problems in a way that seems
natural and no different from our (secular) way of understanding other things. When God
is asserted to be the author of the Bible, its anomalies arc disturbing" (Borowitz, Liberal
Judaism, p. 253). This "intellectual integrity" assumes that "Orthodox Judaism insists that

10. "(Jewish) liberals argue for their humanistic, developmental concept of

the tradition has remained constant since its inception. . Although a historic view of
Judaism clearly indicated that radical changes had occurred often, Orthodox Judaism sees
as such a reinterpretation of existing traditions." (ARR, 3). "Historical" relativism and
"intellectual integrity" are two doctrines which Reform thinkers link uncritically. They
assume that their axiom is an empirical fact when it is an intellectual first principle. For
Israel Bettan, "There is an erroneous impression. . . that the undevising traditionalists are

ruled by a sense of loyalty to Torah while we who have espoused the principle of Reform
are guided by such motives as personal convenience and temperamental preference. Of

course, the student of our religious history knows quite well that the forms and customs
,sanctified by tradition (and not divine edict) had their origin not in a special divine

revelation but in thc compelling conditions of human living" (ARR, p. 1). In point of fact.
the Reform layperson may well join his,/her Temple because of convenience, while Reform

elite apologia is grounded in "principle." Also note that "special revelation," a nonempirical issue, is rejected as a matter of dogma.
I I. See Leviticus 20: 13 for the Torah's prohibition against male homosexuality. For Maimonides' ruling on lesbianism, see Hilkhotlssurei Bi'ah 21:8. While Jacob would permit the
participation of a lesbian "couple" in synagogue life, he "would not recognize the lesbian

relationship (as licit)" (CARR, p. 207, "because Judaism places emphasis on family,
children, and the future." Because there is no Qiddushin occurring with such a union,
rabbis may not participate in the marriage of two homosexuals (CARR, 298). But the
reason that Jewish Law opposes these unions is that Qiddushin arc not tufesin; Reform
Judaism docs not require a get, the absence of which would also result in a relationship in
which there are not any Qiddushin whatsoever, The use of halakhic terminology is
rhetoricaL. Homosexuality offends Jacob's scnse of propriety. However, Reform Judaism
docs not share his sense of propriety, because the Central Conference of American Rabbis
and the Union of American Hebrew Congregations is competing with the Reconstruction-

ist organization for the "privilege" of enrolling Bet Haveirim, the "gay and lesbian"
synagogue of Atlanta, Ga. (Jewish Post and Opinion 8/ 10/88, p. I).
12. For example, the slaughtering of an animal by a non-Jew is invalid simply because the
individual lacks qedushat Yisrael. See Shulhan Arukh, Yoreh De'ah 1:2 and discussion of
the Taz, ad. lac. For the locus classicus of this doctrine, see Mishnah Yadayim 4:6, le-fi

hibbatam hi tumatan.
13. This is not to argue that mitsvot do not have utility. The search for ta'amei ha-mitsvot is
not a quest for an unattainable glimpse into God's mind, but for the empirical social

the mitsvah. Mitsvot presumably do have utility; but
they are observed because they are commanded. Rabbi Moshe D. Tendler argues that he
feeds the poor because of the Torah's command, and not because it is socially approved or
because he is so moved. See his comments in The Condition of Jewish Belief(New York:
American Jewish Committee, 1966).
the Religious Life (New York: Macmilan,
See Emile Durkheim, The Elementary Forms of
situation created by the observance of

14.

1965). pp. 478-479.

15. For a detailed summary and discussion of the relevant halakhic materials, see J. David
Bleich, Contemporary Halakhic Problems (New York: KTAV and Yeshiva, 1983),
pp. 268-282.
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16. For Hans Kelsen, laws require sanctions as a condition of their validity. A norm that
possesses no sanction cannot be considered to be a law in a formal sense. See his Pure

Theory of Law (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California, 1967) pp. i 1-12,
33-34 and 201.

17. While official Reform "policy" declares that "mixed marriage is contrary to the Jewish
tradition and should be discouraged" (ARR, 464), "the Central Conference of American

Rabbis recognizes that historically its members have held and continue to hold divergent
interpretations of Jewish tradition" (ARR, 467). Jacob does note that members of the
Reform clergy do officiate at mixed marriages. See ARR, 469, note 9.
18. See Clifford Geertz, The Interpretation of Culture (New York: Basic, 1973), especially
Chapter 15, "Deep Play: Notes on the Balinesian Cockfight," pp. 412 f. Thick description is

necessary to interpret "thick culture." American Reform Jew's thick culture is drawn from
American civilzation, and not from Jewish sources.
19. According to Jacob Rader Marcus, the dean of American Reform Jewish historians,
Judaism is at its best when it is changing and it is rebelling. When rebellions conjure, they

make thcir institutions, and begin to atrophy. See Jacob I\eusner's study of Reform
Judaism, The Death and Birth of Judaism (New York: Basic, 1987), p. 107, where he
defines the axioms of Reform, which embodies its self-evident, essential faith.
While Jacob affirms the Ashkenazic tradition with regard to the saying of qaddish in a
year which has two Adars (CARR, 190), he merely tries to place Reform Judaism within a
"historical," legitimating context. But on a matter such as this, nothing of significance is at
stake.
20. See the discussion at CARR, 231.

21. The Torah (New York: Union of American Hebrew Congregations, 1981).
22. Reform Judaism originally ruled that the "equality of the sexes" required that women be
admitted to the rabbinate in 1922 (AAR, 25 f). While the official reasons for adopting
patrilineal, or to be more precise, non-lineal descent, in Reform Judaism, is to address the
needs of a constituency, Walter Jacob adds that "The Reform Movement has espoused the
equality of men and women, virtually from its inception. As equality has applied to every

facet in Reform Jewish life, it should apply in this instance (of non-lineal descent)"
(CARR, 65). Unlike Orthodoxy, which understands semikha or rabbinic ordination in
halakhic categories, Reform Judaism understands ordination as a professional license. In
other words, Orthodox and non-Orthodox groups differ in the matter of ordination of
women because they bring different first principles to the issue. For Orthodoxy, there is a
world order and structure that understandspesaq and dayyanut in halakhic categories; for

non-Orthodoxy, pastoral and preaching professionals require no gender distinction. It
must also be noted that in spite of the "moral imperative" to ordain women, Reform

refused to do so until relatively recently. Similarly, Conservative Judaism, the denomina-

tion of nostalgic Reform, contends that women must be admitted to the rabbinate on
moral grounds, but it refused to admit women to its Israeli seminary because the fact that
"Israeli society tended on the whole to be less progressive than American society and
Orthodoxy was much more strongly felt here called for the local seminary to be 'somewhat
to the right' of that in the United States" (National Jewish Post and Opinion, August 24,
1988, p. 3). It seems to this reviewer that the women's issue is used to distance nonOrthodox Jews from Torah when politically appropriate, while the "ethical" rhetoric is
only dogmatized apologetics.
23. For Eugene B. Borowitz, Reform Judaism is committed to egalitarianism "as a matter of
conscience," (Liberal Judaism, p. 343). But when a community sets its limits, its matters of

conscience, it defines itself. Note that gender neutrality is a dogma, but intermarriage is
not, in Reform Judaism. See also note 2.
24. The disjunction of apologetics and policy also occurs in Conservative Judaism. On one
hand, it is a "standard of (Conservative) Rabbinic Practice" to require tevilah and befit

milah for conversions, but members of the Conservative clergy, when surveyed recently,
would accept as Jewish ¡hose "converts" who had "converted" under Reform or Reconstructionist auspices "even when no ritual" had been performed. See Committee on JewÜh
Law and Standards: Proceedings (New York: Rabbinical Assembly of America, 1988),
pp. 177-178. In a recent survey of over 200 of its clergy, more than half would not insist

that Conservative Judaism's own uncontested standards be observed. Ironically, in that
survey, many Conservative rabbis would permit a non-Jewish intermarried spouse to
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participate in a prayer service (by leading an English prayer in 46 responding congregations
and opening the ark in 22 congregations), while for the Reform Walter Jacob, "we do not
inelude non-Jews, no matter how friendly, in the essential elements of the service" (ARR,
23).
25. See Susannah Heschel, On Being a Jewish Feminist: A Reader (New York: Schock 1983),

especially Judith Plaskow, who contends that "feminism demands a new understanding of
Torah, God, and Israel; an understanding of Torah that begins with the acknowledgement
of the profound injustice of
Torah itself' (p. 231). Without having explicated the literature
of Jewish feminism, the late Rave Moshe Feinstein objects to the impression management

of Jewish feminists who adopt inappropriate behavior patterns as "stubborn women who
desire to fight and to change (and) are considered to be deniers of Torah," He follows

Maimonides (Hi/khot Teshuvah 3:8), who rules that by denying even one letter of Torah
one denies the totality of T arah. See Iggerot Moshe, Orah Hayyim iv, no. 49, p. 81.

26. "J\othing would, therefore, hinder us as Reform Jews from re-adopting customs once
omitted if a new generation finds them meaningful and useful (note the emphasis upon
utilty as opposed to sanctity and command) in its practice of Judaism. We have always
understood that such customs, when adopted by us, do not represent a divine enactment"

(ARR, 4). Rabbi Feinstein's comments, cited above, are equally appropriate here.
27. See Menahem Elan, IIa-Mishpat ha-'/vri (Jerusalem: Magnes, 5733), pp. 211-213. For
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qualification. See 19gerot Moshe, Yoreh De'ah, II no. 49, p. 69.
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